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LEARNING FROM THE PAST, LOOKING TO THE FUTURE  “A history 

of ‘new economy’ movements”, Peter Westoby, UQ 

 

Thinking about history of ‘new economies’ I am struck by the word 

‘new’. I’ve spent many years studying political economy, then the 

cooperative economy, and the social and solidarity economy. Then 

this thing ‘new’ came along…I’ve been living with an inquiry into 

what the ‘new’ is about?  

My sense is that any moment is ‘new’ and in many ways the question is, 

‘what does this new historical moment’ call of each of us, and us collectively, 

in relation to economic practices?’  

In a sense, the historical perspective (which is what this panel is about) 

gives us some depth and a longer arch to try and discern what’s unfolding 

now, and therefore what’s required of us.  

But the notion of ‘new’ is in some ways not helpful, because it easily 

separates us from a so-called ‘old’. New in what sense?   

 

- New as in the silent transformation of climate change that is now 

manifest in more visible ways, highlighting the ecological limits 

pushing us to take complexity seriously, requiring something urgent? 

- Or the new phenomenon of rapid technological innovations that appear 

to be disrupting the old more profoundly (knowing that technology has 

always disrupted the old)? 

- Or the ‘new’ as ‘automation/robotics’ – loss of many jobs… creative 

destruction of capitalism?  

- Or the ‘new’ of accelerated atomisation of society, fragmenting old social 

solidarities? 

 

And we could go on. 

What we do know is that there is no ‘new economy’ as a thing, but 

simply a dialectic between theories and economic practices. And this dialectic 

includes some continuities with the past, and some discontinuities.  

Returning to my opening lines, ultimately, we can think of the ‘new’ as 

Martin Buber thought of history’s claim on each person and each 

new generation (Friedman, 1991)1. We can’t objectively see history, yet we 

are permitted to know history’s challenge to and claim on each of us. In this 

sense, we are in a new historical moment, and the call is new, fresh, and 

personal.  

 

 

                                                        
1 Freidman, M. (1991) Encounter on the Narrow Road, Paragon House. 
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Now I want to start with 3 quick stories…and then make 3 historical 

points 

 

Argentina’s cooperatives: which flourished in the run-up and during the 

massive popular social demonstrations of December 2001. But the key two 

issues I want to highlight is that the momentum came from a social and 

economic crisis that offered little alternative to labourers and employees but 

unemployment and poverty (Ranis, 2016:45).2  This is true also for the 1,5 

million women members of India’s SEWA cooperative and union, which is 

now a federation of 115 cooperatives 

The first key lesson is that there needs to be a big motivator. Many 

years as a community development practitioner has taught me that. Ideology 

is not a big enough motivator. There needs to be need, desire, love even (do 

we love less work, because if we don’t we’re a sucker for hyper-capitalism?). 

But the 2nd lesson offered from Argentina is that, following the momentum, 

there was some institutionalisation of progress, in this story, with the 2006 

formation of the sub-directorate of social economy. That is, motivation and 

momentum ‘from below’ was then translated into state policy support. 

 

Modragon cooperative: The Mondragón co-operative movement of the 

Basque region of Spain has always been an inspiration to co-operators around 

the world, with currently 85,000 member-workers in 120 cooperatives (Ranis, 

2016:148).3  

But, the unseen work is time invested by Catholic Priest Father 

Arizmendi. He started his community work in the region in 1941, yet only 

established the first co-operative in 1956. Those 15 in-between years were 

spent initiating many community ventures, but crucial was his facilitating of 

more than two thousand study circles (Whyte & Whyte 1988, 1991: 29–32).  

He was also inspired by the writings of Robert Owen (who in turn 

inspired the Rochedale Cooperators). It was in the context of such study 

circles that the Basques learnt how to [re]create themselves as associational 

people able to co-operate in economic affairs. The role of learning is often 

forgotten as we rapidly forge forward into action. 

But, building on the previous point, the cooperative also benefited from 

substantial state support (both during Franco and post-Franco period), in the 

form of tax concessions, and subsidies. And I am also suggesting Modragon is 

perfect, with now about half of its international employees (as it’s moved off-

shored to compete with globalization pressures) not being worker-owners. 

 

                                                        
2 Ranis, P. (2016) Cooperatives Confront Capitalism, ZED Books.  
3 And another 15,000 non-member workers, particularly in the international branches.  
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From my Vanuatu work over 10 years: a short story that accounts for an 

interesting exchange between a leader from Vanuatu, Chief Selwyn Garu, the 

then General Secretary of the Malvatumauri National Council of Chiefs, the 

author and some colleagues.  Chief Selwyn was visiting a group of Australian 

colleagues within Brisbane. As a part of that visit we spent a week in retreat 

at a Gold Coast house.  

One beautiful late afternoon a few of us were walking along the beach 

at Surfers Paradise on the Gold Coast, salivating about a possible fish and 

chips dinner, when Selwyn paused and said, “Look at all that wealth you 

have here [pointing at the amazing sky-line of the Gold Coast metropolis] – if 

we in Vanuatu decide that this is the measure of wealth, we will always be 

poor.  The only way we can re-discover our wealth, and not feel poor, is to re-

evaluate our wealth in terms of what we have.  And we have a lot”.  

In this re-evaluation, he was referring to the wealth of natural 

resources such as shells, pigs, mats, kastom and community resilience.  This 

conversation was one of several triggers which led to 2011 being the year of 

the kastom economy which has forged on Vanuatu and now there is a whole 

movement around this new kastom economy linked to explorations of 

Melanesian socialism (Westoby, 2010).4 

 It is exciting that such movements are occurring in places such as the 

Pacific and represent whole ‘new’ economic movements built on endogenous 

cultures.  

 

 

So from these 3 stories, we can learn historically about: 

• The need for motivation, usually precipitated by a crisis 

(Argentina); and the crucial role of the state; 

• The role of education, learning and ‘imaginative literacy’ as 

Paulo Freire would put it (Modragon); 

• New economies are emerging in very different forms, from the 

kind storied in the Vanuatu story through to new platform 

cooperatives in hyper-technological societies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                        
4 Westoby, P. (2010) ‘Dialogue and Disentanglement: Navigating Tensions for Sustainable Community 

Economic Development within Vanuatu’, in Journal of Environmental, Cultural, Social and Economic 

Sustainability, Volume 6:1  
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But to go a little deeper, historically, I’d like to offer three dialectic 

tensions that are shaping the struggle for new economies: 

 

1. A first observation – we have learned historically that there is a 

dialectic struggle between those who want to dis-embed the social 

from economic, and then the resistance to it.  

Polanyi is probably best known for observing this, with his concept of 1st and 

2nd movement. The 1st movement involves actors committed to dis-

embedding the social from the economic (we just become Homo economicus, 

with little interest in rest, conversation, and mutuality, decision-making). 

And the 2nd movement is the reaction and resistance to this, trying to 

reconnect the social and economic.  

At this moment, you could say that we’re living with the most recent 40-

year period of accelerated separating – a 40 year 1st movement of the neo-

liberal globalisation project. This in itself was a reaction to the post-

depression consensus that both capitalism and communism were dangerous 

and that we needed a proactive social state (and a renewed social contract) – 

which we got – and which sustained a period of reasonable economic growth 

and equity. That consensus was undone in the 70s with a fight-back from the 

elites, and hence we have undone that 2nd movement. We are living with the 

collapse of that 1st movement right now.  

 

2. A second observation from history is that there is a dialectic 

struggle between enclosure and commoning (similar to first).  

Enclosure laws have been a long process of evolution, but probably most 

obvious in the UK around time of the industrial revolution – people, 

particularly peasants, lost access to common land – and were forced then to 

become labour for factories. We see this on-going process everywhere. My own 

research work in Uganda with Kristen Lyons, is seeing enclosure of forests 

for carbon trading, and now Lake Victoria for local and multinational 

companies to do aqua-farming. People lose the commons, and lose livelihoods. 

They’re pushed to the cities.  

BUT Commoning continues as per Ostrom’s significant Nobel prize 

winning work, and there’s a ‘fight back’ with many new economy movements 

focuses on contemporary forms of commoning – common licensing for 

copyright, open source software, wikepidea, but there’s also cooperative 

housing, community land trusts etc.  
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But I pause because as a community development scholar and practitioner I 

see links between commoning and community that is the very antithesis of 

modernity, which does not really want community. For community comes 

with obligation (a gift economy sounds nice, but really… it’s predominantly 

an economy built around reciprocal obligations – ‘I gift you now, and that 

comes with an obligation’, and most of us modern people hate obligation). We 

are in love with the individuality and intentionality that social fragmentation 

and technology is providing. So how much do we really want community, 

commoning, and cooperation? 

 

 

3. A third observation comes from transition theory, which teaches us 

that history also involves a dialectic tension between innovations and 

resistance regimes.  

Different schools of transition have shown us that it takes 20-70 years for 

innovations (technological, social, and economic) to move from margins to 

mainstream, with resistance regimes representing the ‘old’.  

It is clear that industrial civilisation is underpinned by a bio-physical 

system that is disintegrating, and instead of responding appropriately to a 

complex adaptive system, we are responding with a security response – rise 

of resource wars/conflicts, hollowing of democracy, increasing 

authoritarianism….  

We see that can no longer depend on the bio-physical extraction of 140 

billion tonnes of stuff extracted each year, of which 70 billion is thrown away 

(International resource panel of the UN). The consequences are disastrous.  

In this context, it’s worth focusing on energy and transition. For 

example, we see a huge struggle right now around energy, represented by the 

incredible investments in renewable energy (since 2009 there has been an 

increasing investment in renewables even with the low price of fossil fuels). 

Yet the resistant regimes also are aligned with what political economists are 

noticing is not only the emergence of corporate-state alignment of interests, 

but increasingly a shadow state that undoes democracy within the shadows.  

In South Africa, where I do field research work each year, this is best 

seen in the battle between the state focus on nuclear energy investment vs. 

renewables. In Australia, it’s renewables vs. coal. But intriguingly, energy 

transition represents not just hope for new sources of energy, but new battle 

grounds for forms and practices of democracy. For example, in Germany up to 

47% of energy is now in the hands of citizen ownership. 
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In summary: a history is unfolding with a dialectic between: 

- Embedded social-economic-ecological (something new/old) versus 

dissembled (wealthy live in gated cities flying to and fro, with economic 

activity that is predominantly cognitive and creative (invisible even));  

- Enclosure vs. commoning; 

- Innovations vs. resistance regimes.  

 

 

A final comment 

Ultimately, it’s a history of what Freire called ‘imaginative literacy’ – how are 

our imaginations going? Do we only see the possible as what is here – 

rampant hyper capitalism and hyper-consumerism – or can we even imagine 

another way? We have the wonderful resource of stories from all over – so we 

can be enriched with imaginative fertility.  

 


